LEARN
REFLECT ON SCRIPTURE EACH DAY, ESPECIALLY ON JESUS’ LIFE AND TEACHINGS

Getting Started

Individual
Choose a Gospel or New Testament letter, and over the course of a week, read it as if it were a book.

Small Group
Share 20 minutes of Bible study at the start of meetings – try Dwelling in the Word or the African Bible Study method.

Congregation
Provide the full Scripture texts in the worship bulletin or in a handout. Email the texts with a short reflection to congregation members.
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Going Deeper

Individual
Read Scripture each day, perhaps a passage from the Daily Office. Reflect on the passage by journaling for five minutes.

Small Group
Take turns preparing a Bible study lesson on your favorite passage of Scripture. Use these lessons in your meetings until everyone has shared.

Congregation
Add Bibles to your worship space and make them available to members and newcomers. Include page numbers in your worship bulletin so people can follow along.